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About This Game

FAST FACTS

Unique and uncompromising visual and sound experience

Explore Paris in 2050 through 5 unique levels

5 types of enemies with various attacks and strategies and two boss battles

Physical and stylish gameplay with no artificial padding

Optimized for 90 fps on a GTX 1060

Fast loading

No micro-transactions, no abusive DLC

Direct contact with the development team: https://discord.gg/8aWuWck

Compatible Vive, WMR, Oculus
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Your mission is to advance through the 5 levels of the game by destroying all the Artificials and ultimately disconnect the
Goddess, the temple of Moore. To complete your quest, you will be equipped with a high-tech and lavish arsenal which evolves

with the increasing difficulty of the game. You can discover these weapons in detail in the section Factory.

Each stage has been carefully crafted up to the last detail, a subtle blend of modernity and classicism, like a mid-21st century
Paris. The experience also includes multiple animation styles and special effects that reinforce the sense of immersion and

presence while participating in a storytelling. We also put a lot of effort into the overall fluidity of the game, optimizing each
3D object to guarantee a minimum of 90 FPS.

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Singularity 5
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Monochrome Paris
Publisher:
Monochrome Paris
Release Date: 21 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590/AMD Ryzen 5 1500X or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970/AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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но за эту цену - все равно что даром. It's ok, it was good to be free: D. Another Great Book/Game from Choice Games.. This
game is truely a gem. Sega's answer to the ever popular zelda series. I don't think I'll ever understand why they didn't make
more. I think this is much better than the original zelda in many ways. Tons of fun and a wonderful experience! The controlls
are easy, you can map them on a keyboard or a controller just fine. Sega also lets you do "quick saves" emulator style on
theSega Genesis collection. This really helps keep the game fun & easier for the current generation of gamers. I'm extremely
impressed with this title. If you are on a netbook or underpowered pc, I recommend this completely. It will keep you entertained
for days. ~PR0XIDIAN. I played for the plot. It's just bad. Meh. If you're hurting for a old school style RPG, this might scratch
that itch a bit. Sorta feels like a cross between Ultima and some kind of Spiderware game (look them up if you've never heard
of them; and then go to bed cause your mommy is gonna get mad and it's a school night).. played 2 hours into it, spooky,
attractive, immersive. Still havent figure out what the game is for though
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Good little pack with a few short scenarios for when you have 10-20 minutes to spare and dont want to do a full Donner Pass
Scenario !

Well worth the money whilst its on sale, not sure I'd pay the full price of \u00a39.99 for it though as each scenario is a max 10
minutes long, and there are only about 6 scenarios.

Good fun and a nice fun break from the normal DLC available
. Most immersive RTS in VR. Great graphics and solid game play. Good job devs!. OMG IF U WANT A GAME THAT IS
INTESE HIGH ACTION PACT IN A NEVER ENDING CIRCLE WELL... TURN BACK AROUND BECAUSE THIS
GAME IS SO UGLY THAT STEVE BUSCEMI WOULDNT SLEEP WITH IT. DONT EVEN USE THIS GAME FOR
TRADING CARDS CASUE ITS NOT EVEN WORTH THE TIME.

-A VERY HONEST PERSON. Great complex transport simulation, once you mastered its steep learning curve you will have
lots of fun with this game. Totally free and open source. Its hard not to recommend this game.
This game is the perfect example for true dedication towards it from the developers without the constant strife for profit.. Now,
this was the first legit PC game I've ever played on a computer. I mean, back when I was younger, I used to play pinball on this
dinosuar computer we had, but once we got a laptop, I started indulging in the internet and downloadable games. This was the
very first game I downloaded, and I have to say, I began my PC gaming on the right foot.

This game has been and always will be my favorite game. (Yeah sorry, different favorite game now.. This game is 2nd best
though!) The cutscenes can be a little slow, but everything is made up for in the strategy and the style and look of the game. I love
the aspect of adventuring into unknown areas, especially in this game.

If you enjoy some strategy with action and something interesting, this is definitely a game you should play.. Early access
my♥♥♥♥♥ Dont even bother getting this game. its crappy
you cant change sensetivity. or bind any key.
there's nothing to do in the game exept kill each other.
just no.. I love RTS games and this game doesn't disappoint. It feels polished and its a lot of fun to play. I'd definitely recommend
this to people who want to play a VR RTS game. this game doesnt even have exit button. The story for this game is ridiculous, but in
a good way. I really wouldn't recommend the game for just the story-line, though. While funny, the main gameplay is simply too
easy to be too much fun. The reason I recommend the game is for the "tower defense-esque" mini game, which you can go back
and play after you are done with the main campaign (sort of like getting 3 stars on each level for Angry Birds). There are quite a
number of levels to attempt to master, and I found this very satisfying.

The checkpoint update:
Singularity 1.1.1 is finally live with the following highlights:

-Remapped and added checkpoints to avoid repetition of cinematics - get straight back into the action! Checkpoints that just
skip the introduction cinematic will not influence the score.

-LIV mixed reality compositing support (streamers please get in touch if you need support!)

-Added controls map to main menu

Bug fixes:
-Fixed Arachnoid disappearing in level 4 when the hint to beat the shield phase appeared. A big thank you to everyone who
helped report this bug.
-Removed unwanted sound when starting or using checkpoint in level 4
-Fixed title display in level selection
-Fixed spelling in level 1 grenade tutorial. Easy mode update:
Easy mode addition

Hi everyone, the last Singularity 5 update added an easy mode to the game!
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We wanted the game to be challenging, and we think it's best enjoyed when your virtual life is on the line! But we realise the
difficulty was a little steep for some players. Hopefully easy mode can provide a good training ground and help beginner players
or just those who want to relax and enjoy the game without stress.
Easy mode will reduce the number of ennemies, but it will half your final score.

This comes with a few bug fixes as well, you can now shoot the drone grenades normally to get rid of them.

Enjoy, and thank you for your feedback!
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